geoingegneria e attività estrattiva

The importance of the
geological reference model in
the civil engineering projects:
the example of Piscopio I
tunnel (Southern Italy)
The tunnel Piscopio I is a twin-tube tunnel, 750 m long, included in the works of the Maxilotto
2 DG21/04 of the new highway SS 106 Jonica (Calabria, Southern Italy).
During the excavation of the Piscopio I tunnel, several lacks in the Geological Model of Reference emerged. Above all, the discovery of a complex landslide along the left hydrographic
side of the Alessi River, which interfered with the tunnel excavation. The slope movement was
triggered when the tunnel excavation (from the opposite slope) crossed the watershed simultaneously with a significant pluviometric event (November 2011).
Only an accurate analysis of the lithostratigraphic, structural and geomorphological settings of
the area, integrated by a topographic and instrumental monitoring, had given the real dimension of the geometry and evolution of the landslide. In detail, the new acquired data allowed
to identify: i) a new lithostratigraphic unit consisting of a clayey matrix with gypsum-arenites
blocks; ii) a structural setting characterized by a main NO-SE normal fault, a NNE-SSO fault
system, approximately aligned with the tunnel excavation direction, and at least other three
secondary fault systems; iii) the main morphological elements of the landslide; iv) the evidences
of the time variations of the Alessi Stream base level. Finally, we showed that the landslide predisposing factors are the high local relief, due to the ancient geomorphological setting, and the
poor quality physico-mechanical characteristics of gypsum rocks, due to dissolution favored by
the presence of water table, combined with a rainfall peak recorded during November 2011.
Furthermore, the landslide composite movements are strongly influenced by the main faults
and joints systems identified in the area.
The revised Geological Model of Reference allowed us to evaluate the most appropriate systems
for landslide stabilization (land taking back and deep drainage systems) and for tunnel consolidation and excavation (contour consolidation with unreinforced piles realized from the surface).
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L’importanza del modello geologico di riferimento nei progetti di ingegneria
civile: l’esempio della galleria Piscopio I (Italia meridionale). La galleria Piscopio I è
una galleria a doppia canna, lunga circa 750 m, inclusa nei lavori di costruzione del Maxilotto
2 DG21/04 della nuova strada SS 106 Jonica (Calabria, Italia meridionale). Durante lo scavo
della galleria Piscopio I sono emerse alcune discrepanze rispetto al modello geologico di riferimento di progetto, soprattutto per la presenza di un complesso fenomeno gravitativo, lungo il
versante in sinistra idrografica del Torrente Alessi, che ha interferito con la costruzione della galleria. La rimobilizzazione del versante si è attivata quando lo scavo della galleria (proveniente
dal versante opposto) ha superato la cresta del versante in concomitanza con un importante
evento pluviometrico (Novembre 2011).
Solo un’accurata analisi dell’assetto litostratigrafico, strutturale e geomorfologico dell’area, integrato dal monitoraggio della frana, ha permesso di chiarire la reale dimensione del fenomeno
in termini di geometria ed evoluzione temporale. Nel dettaglio, i nuovi dati acquisiti hanno
permesso di individuare: i) una nuova unità litostratigrafica, costituita da blocchi di gessoareniti
immersi in una matrice argillosa; ii) un assetto strutturale caratterizzato da una faglia principale con direzione NO-SE e una componente principale normale, un sistema NNE-SSO, circa
allineato con la direzione di scavo della galleria, e almeno altri tre sistemi di faglia secondari;
iii) i principali elementi morfologici del fenomeno gravitativo; iv) le evidenze della variazione nel
tempo del livello di base del Torrente Alessi. In conclusione, abbiamo dimostrato che i fattori
predisponenti della frana sono l’elevata energia di rilievo, dovuta al vecchio assetto geomorfologico, e le scarse caratteristiche geotecniche delle rocce gessose, dovute alla dissoluzione
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1. Introduction
Piscopio I tunnel is included
in the works for the construction
of the Maxilotto 2 DG21/04 of
the new SS 106 Jonica road from
Squillace to Simeri Crichi (Calabria, Southern Italy). The work
consists of a twin-tube tunnel approximately 750 m long with an
excavation section of about 130
m2. The studied area is located in
the municipality of Squillace, near
the southeastern edge of the Catanzaro Trough (fig. 1).
During the tunnel construction,
emerged many data that required
to update the Geological Model of
Reference (GMR). In detail, very
high (over the alarm limit) subsidence and convergence values (fig.
2a) are recorded when the tunnel
excavation (from north) crossed
the watershed in conjunction
with a rain peak (147 mm recorded on 22 November 2011 by the
Soverato rain gauge) (Scarpelli
et al., 2014). Immediately after,
the slope, resting on the tunnel
southern portal, showed warnings
of ground mobilization as surface
large cracks (fig. 2c). These warnings were the prelude of a deep
and complex landslide, which was
monitored by inclinometric (fig.
2b) and topographic surveys. The
ground deformation observed
along the slope produced longitudinal/transverse displacement
toward S-SE in the tunnel and at
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favorita dalla presenza della falda, in combinazione con un picco delle precipitazioni registrato
a Novembre 2011. Inoltre, i movimenti complessi della frana sono influenzati dai principali
sistemi di faglie e fratture individuati nell’area.
Grazie al modello geologico di riferimento riveduto e corretto è stato possibile valutare i sistemi
più appropriati per la stabilizzazione della frana (ritombamento della valle e sistemi di drenaggio profondi), lo scavo ed il consolidamento della galleria (consolidamento della sezione di
scavo attraverso pali non armati realizzati dalla superficie topografica).
Parole Chiave: scavo galleria, frana, modello geologico di riferimento, Stretta di Catanzaro,
Italia Meridionale.

the same time cracks occurred in
the permanent covering (Venturini et al., 2012; Lieto et al., 2013).
To understand the predisposing
geological factors of the landslide, we carried out a detailed study integrating surface and subsoil
data. The new GMR is significantly more complex and articulated
than that assumed in the final design phase and it allowed to make
the project corrections useful to
conclude the tunnel excavation.

2. Geological Setting

Fig. 1. Panoramic view of the Piscopio area (from aerial photo) showing the location of the
tunnel Piscopio I.
Vista panoramica dell’area di Piscopio (da foto aerea) che mostra la localizzazione della Galleria
Piscopio I.

Fig. 2. a) Convergence and (b) Inclinometric surveying highlighting deep landslide presence
during the tunnel excavation. c) Crack observed close to the watershed.
(a) Misure di convergenza e (b) monitoraggio inclinometrico che evidenziano la presenza di
una frana profonda durnte lo scavo della galleria. c) Fessura del terreno osservata in prossimità
dello spartiacque.
Dicembre 2018

The Calabrian Arc represents a
fault-bounded continental fragment within the Western Mediterranean orogen, located at the
intersection of the E-W-trending
Sicilian Maghrebides on the South
and NW-SE-trending Southern
Apennines on the North. The Arc
origin is related to episodic Neogene roll-back of a NW-dipping
subduction zone with the associated opening of backarc basins in
the western Mediterranean (Malinverno & Ryan, 1986; Gueguen
et al., 1998; Rosembaum & Lister,
2004).
During the Neogene-Quatenary, the backarc extension has
been produced the progressive
eastward-southeastward migration of the Calabrian Arc and an
intense thrusting in the Apennine
chain (Malinverno & Ryan, 1986;
Gueguen et al., 1998). The southeastward migration produced the
present arcuate shape of the Arc
and its dissection in several blocks.
The latter are divided by troughs
as the Catanzaro Trough, also
called Catanzaro Graben. This extensional event happened during
Tortonian-Messinian time (Ghisetti & Vezzani, 1981) and continued in the Pliocene-Pleistocene
as recorded by Basin sedimentary
infill (Bonardi et al., 2001). The
latter is made by upper Miocene
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terrigenous and evaporitic deposits (Cianflone & Dominici, 2011;
Cianflone et al., 2012) overlapped
by Plio-Pleistocene sediments deposited in a tectonically confined
strait (Longhitano et al., 2014).
The Catanzaro Trough, located in
the middle of the Calabria Region,
represents the separation between the Sila (northward) and Serre
(southward) Massifs. Since the
early Pleistocene, the Calabrian
Arc is affected by a widespread
uplift (Westaway, 1993), even
though some areas characterized
by present subsidence are present
(Cianflone et al., 2015a, b, c).
The Piscopio area is located
along the southeastern edge of
the Catanzaro Trough, close to
the Copanello Horst (fig. 1), which is made by late Hercynian biotite-amphibole tonalites (Polia-Copanello Unit). The Horst is related
to the activity of the Maida-Punta Stalettì Fault (Ghisetti, 1979),
which marked the boundary
between by crystalline basement
and the Basin sedimentary infill.
The latter consists of late Miocene-Quaternary siliclastic and
gypsum deposits (ISPRA, 2015).
In the area, a mainly extensional
tectonics prevails and the normal
fault systems have respectively a
NW-SE and NNW-SSE trending
(Antronico et al., 2001; ISPRA,
2015).

monitoring network progressively implemented according to the
phenomenon evolution. Before
beginning work, the inclinometer
ASI97 was installed 40 m upstream of the southern portal (fig. 4).
During the first monitoring stage,
in October 2010 the measurements shown a movement which could
be related to a sliding surface 26 m
deep and extended 60 m upstream
from the southern portal. In November 2010 inclinometer ASI97
was substituted by ASI97bis (40
m long) because it worked out;
furthermore, ASI138 (35 m long)
was installed (fig. 4). In February
2011 the monitoring system was
implemented by the inclinometer
ASI138. In the period between January 2011 and July 2011, the inclinometric monitoring recorded a
movement trend toward S-SE according to the topographic monitoring inside the tunnel and visible
by means of the cracks observed
4. Results
along the slope up to the watershed. The displacements trend
The landslide movements have recorded during this period was
been monitored by means of a linked to the intense rainfall and
tectonic setting of the study area.
During the tunnel excavation,
a geological and geotechnical investigation has been carried out
including 26 boreholes full core
sampling, 10 distructive boreholes, 5 seismic tomographies, 13
inclinometers and 5 piezometers
(fig. 3). Furthermore, we acquired
lithological and geomechanical
data along the tunnel excavation
faces. The geomechanical surveys
allowed to recognize the main
discontinuities (bedding planes,
faults, joints) and to define their
features (orientation, persistence, roughness etc) needed for the
rock mass classification (e.g. GSI,
RMR). All the collected data were
elaborated by means of cluster
analysis to recognize and characterize all discontinuities sets of the
investigated area.

3. Materials & Methods
Geological-structural and geomorphological characterization
of the area was realized through
an interdisciplinary activities.
In detail, we realized a field geological map (fig. 3) integrated by
photo interpretation and two geomechanical surveys. The geological survey was realized at 1:1000
scale; we mapped all outcrops and
realized structural stations aimed
to reconstruct the geological and
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Fig. 3. Geological map with the location of the geotechnical surveys, monitoring and drainage systems, tunnel section dug using the contour consolidation with unreinforced piles.
Carta geologica con ubicazione delle indagini geoteniche, I sistemi di monitoraggio e drenaggio,
sezione di galleria scavata utilizzando un consolidamento al contorno mediante pali non armati.
Dicembre 2018
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to the works on the service area
in front of the portal. Since July
2011, the inclinometers ASI148
and ASI149 were added to the monitoring system with the aim to extend the monitoring beyond 200
m upstream of the portal. During
this period, a progressive increase
of the displacements was recorded.
At December 2011, a fast acceleration of the displacement happened
due to the rainfall event of the 22
November 2011 (147 mm in a day
recorded by the near Soverato rain
gauge). The inclinometric measurements recorded displacements
with mean velocity of about 30
mm/month localized along a sliding surface beyond 40 m deep in
correspond targets network placed
along the slope.
At the end of February 2012,
the inclinometers works out due
to the displacements progress.
The inclinometers were reactivated at April 2012; the new measurements showed that ASI97bis
was totally included in the landslide while ASI147 and ASI148
recorded displacements coherent
(for size and temporal progress)
with the old measurements.
Between March and May 2012,
the inclinometric monitoring was
integrated with a benchmarks
network (fig. 4) which allowed to
monitoring the slope reaction to
the excavation works establishing
consequently the alarm limits.
During the whole works, considering the displacements recorded
by the inclinometric network, a
cumulated displacement of 0.45m
was estimated.
Our investigations showed
a lithostratigraphic succession
characterized by upper Miocene
marly clays and gypsum-arenites
passing upward to Plio-Pleistocenic deposits, made by clayey silt,
sands and conglomerates (fig. 3).
Our analysis highlighted the presence of a “chaotic” facies between
gypsum-arenites and Plio-Pleistocene deposits (fig. 5).
Dicembre 2018

Fig. 4. Benchmarks network used for the topographic monitoring and measurements of the
ASI97 and ASI138 inclinometers.
Rete di capisaldi utilizzati per il monitoraggio topografico e misure degli inclinometri ASI97 e
ASI138.

Fig. 5. Supposed depositional and tectonic events responsible of the stratigraphic framework
of the Piscopio area.
Ipotesi degli eventi deposizionali e tettonici responsabili dell’assetto stratigrafico dell’area di
Piscopio.
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The bottom of the stratigraphic
succession is represented by marly clay (MC), with lower Messinian age according to the planktonic foraminifera assemblage
recognized (Globorotalia conomiozea). The MC passing upward
to gypsum-arenites and gypsum-siltites (GS), characterized
by mm and cm planar and wavy
lamination. The GS were also investigated through petrographic
analysis, which highlighted an
average composition consisting
of gypsum (80%) and anhydrite (20%). Petrographic analysis
showed also the evidences of
gypsum-anhydrite and anhydrite-gypsum transformations
(pseudomorphic anhydrite, cloudy-amoeboid gypsum, anhydrite relicts inside gypsum crystals
and gypsum-anhydrite transformation borders). Upward, we observed a chaotic facies (CF) made
by a dominant clayey matrix with
angular fragments and boulders
of GS. This facies is not continuous in the studied area.
The Plio-Pleistocene succession
lies along an unconformity on top
of the Miocene deposits and consists of clayey silt and silty clay (SC)
passing upward, along an erosional surface, to conglomeratic-sandy deposits (CS) characterized by
channel and lenticular beds. The
last deposits (CS) have a probably
a fluvio-deltaic origin.
The structural setting has been
carried out integrating surface and underground data. Field
data, collected during the geological mapping and along two geomechanical surveys (fig. 3), were
integrated with the systematic
measures of the discontinuities
observed during the tunnel excavation (fig. 6).
Piscopio area is characterized by
a master fault (N210/80) (system
1) with dominant extensional displacement and with a 10-15m
thick core zone (fig. 6). This fault
can be interpreted as an antithetic
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Fig. 6. Simplified structural scheme; in the picture detail of the core zone observed on the
excavation face.
Schema strutturale semplificato; nell’immagine è riportato un dettaglio della core zone osservata
su un fronte di scavo.

fault of the Maida-Punta Stalettì
Fault, which marks the northern
side of the Copanello Horst (fig.
1). This master fault and its core
zone (crossed by tunnel, Fig.6) represents the weakness lineament,
which allowed the development of
the landslide (fig. 7).
Data collected showed three
others fault systems (fig. 6),
beyond the stratification:
• S2 (N105/50), representing secondary faults with good continuity and persistence on all
excavation fronts and displacement, mainly extensional, ranges from cm to dm;
• S3 (N260/45) consisting of joints and occasionally of secondary
faults similar in kinematics and
displacement entity to S2 system;

• S4 (N10/30) made by joints
with antithetic dip direction
referring to the N210/80 main
fault. This system appears less
pervasive and continuous than
the other two systems (its orientation makes it more difficult
to recognize because its dip direction is parallel to the excavation axis of the tunnel);
• S5 (N320/80) is a subordinate
discontinuity system.
The surface and underground
structural data confirmed the
main extensional tectonics suggested by literature (Antronico et al.,
2001; ISPRA, 2015). The new data
allowed us also to understand the
large-scale tectonic setting, made
by a series of about NW-SE trending horsts and grabens where the
Piscopio area is located.
Dicembre 2018
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from the crest line to the slope
toe;
3. rotational movements with
N150 direction, involved the
Pleistocene deposits.

5. Discussion
The data acquired during tunnel
excavation allowed us to define a
GMR more complex than the preliminary and executive ones (fig.
8). In the new GMR, the lithostratigraphic succession includes two
new units. The first one consists
Fig. 7. Simplified scheme of the geomorphological map.
of a Messinian marly-clayey unit
Schema semplificato della carta geomorfologica.
(MC) and is located under the gypsum-bearing deposits (expected
rotational rupture surface af- also in the previous GMR). This
Geomorphological setting was
fects the marly-clayey (MC) and unit can be related to the pre-evareconstructed according to the
gypsum (GS) deposits;
photo interpretation of multitemporitic Gagliano Marly-Clay unit
poral IGM (Geographical Military 2. planar movements along the described by Cianflone & Doministratification with N150 di- ci (2011) along the northeastern
Institute) flights (1955, 1983,
rection (in the Plio-Pleistocene side of the Catanzaro Through.
1990, and 2003). The main geodeposits), progressively deeper The second units is represented
morphological elements present
on the slope are showed in Fig. 7.
Collected data allowed to suppose a deep landslide movement
(mainly planar), which is strongly
influenced by stratigraphic and
tectonic setting. In detail, it is
mainly controlled by the discontinuities systems 1, 2 and 5 (fig.
6). The deeper movement was
preceded by rotational landslide
that affected the southern portal of the tunnel. Topographic
and inclinometric measurements
showed that the direction of movements change from NNE-SSW
in the upper landslide part (light
grey area) to NW-SE in the bottom part (dark grey area) (fig. 7),
confirming a strong tectonic control. In detail, these movements
have been identified (from older
to younger):
1. complex movements along
N180-N190 and N150 directions causing the advancing Fig. 8. Schematic longitudinal section of the GMR in the different design phases: (a) prelimiof 10-15m at the toe with a sup- nary, (b) executive and (c) as built projects.
posed coeval equal subsidence Sezione longitudinale schematic del modello geologico di riferimento durante varie fasi progetalong the crown. The supposed tuali: (a) preliminare, (b) esecutiva e (c) stato di fatto.
Dicembre 2018
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by the chaotic facies (CF), which
is made of a predominant clayey
matrix with angular fragments
and sometimes blocks (also decametric) of gypsum-arenites.
Furthermore, the data collected
during the tunnel excavation permitted to well define the lithological and geotechnical features of
the recognized units.
In addition, the new structural
setting resulted more complex
than the previous ones (fig. 8). In
detail, the new data showed the
presence of a main NW-SE fault
with mainly extensional movement and at least three secondary
fault systems. The main tectonic
lineaments define a horst and
graben system, recognizable even
on a regional scale, approximately
perpendicular to the direction of
the tunnel excavation. We observed also a secondary superimposed fault system with a strike
approximately aligned to the direction of excavation.
Moreover, the geomorphological observations and the field evidences highlighted the complex
landslide affecting the southern
flank of the Piscopio hill. Referring to the observed geomorphological evidences, as the different
altitudes of the Alessi riverbed,
we supposed a past deep landslide
movement along a more dipping
sliding surface when the active
channel of the Alessi River flowed
along the slope toe and made an
alluvial plain at a lower altitude
than the present one. We also proposed a hypothetic reconstruction
of the morphodynamic events
(fig. 9) consisting of the following
sequence of stages (from older to
young):
a) valley bottom altitude was lower
than the present day (producing
greater local relief than the current one) and compatible with
the movement along circular
and planar surfaces;
b) the landslide movement produces the southward displacement
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of the Alessi riverbed;
c) erosional phenomena at the
slope foot may cause landslide
reactivations;
d) present considerable southward
migration of the active Alessi
riverbed due to tectonic causes
(tilting);
e) dissolution phenomena of gypsum-arenites and gypsum-sil-

tites outcropping at the slope
foot, due to the presence of a
water table, facilitate the deep
movements recently observed.
In the suggested model, the
main cause of movement is the
local relief due to the past lower
altitude of the alluvial plain; consequently at present the landslide
movements are reduced because

Fig. 9. Morphodynamic reconstruction consisting of the main stages of the landslide evolution.
Ricostruzione morfodinamica rappresentativa delle principali fasi evolutive della frana.
Dicembre 2018
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they are stabilized by the present
base level, higher than the past
one, which produces lower local
relief and a slope toe confinement.
The new and more detailed
GMR (fig. 8) allowed us to understand the relationship between
the problems occurred during the
tunnel excavation and the geological setting. Consequently, we
were able to make the appropriate
design corrections, consisting of:
• 3 deep drainage systems (fig. 3):
–	pit in the bypass (radial drainage system, L (length) =
50m),
–	drainage system from the left
side (fan drainage, L = 100m),
–	drainage system from the right side (well drainage, L =
100m);
• great land taking back eastward
from the southern tunnel portal
(fig. 10a);
• contour consolidation, from
the surface, of the excavation
section with unreinforced piles
(fig. 10b).

6. Conclusion

Fig. 10. a) Land taking back realized to make stable the active sector of the landslide. b)
Type-section of the contour consolidation with unreinforced piles.
a) Ritombamento realizzato per stabilizzare il settore attivo della frana. b) Sezione tipo del
consolidamento al contorno mediante pali non armati.
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